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1 The EUROgatherer project

The aim of this short note is tho describe the EUROgatherer project. The project
is a 20 month project of the european Telematics Programme and will start in
January, 1998, involving the following partners:

� I.E.I. - C.N.R., Pisa - ITALY, Coordinator

� Italia Online SpA, Milan - ITALY

� Rank Xerox Research Center, Grenoble - FRANCE

� Eurospider Information Technology AG, Zurich - SWITZERLAND

� Xarxa CINET SL, Barcelona - SPAIN

� University of Dortmund, Dortmund - GERMANY

� Dublin City University, Dublin - IRELAND

1.1 Rational of the project

A tremendous amount of news and information is created and delivered over elec-
tronic media. This has made it increasingly di�cult for individuals to control and
e�ectively manage the potentially in�nite ow of information. Ironically, just as
more and more users are getting on-line, it is getting increasingly di�cult to �nd
information unless one knows exactly where to get it from and how to get it. Tools
to regulate the ow are urgently needed to prevent computer users from being
drowned by the ood of incoming information. Traditional information retrieval
systems concentrate on retrieval of unstructured texts of static documents. Infor-
mation �ltering systems have instead been applied to document streams, such as
newswire, news groups, and electronic mail. Information gathering is a new �eld
which combines features from information retrieval, information �ltering, natural
language and knowledge representation, and applies it to the new domain of doc-
uments structured in various forms (hypertext, MIME, etc.) and di�erent formats
(text, PostScript, GIF, MPEG, etc.). This �eld has recently seen a signi�cant
growth and an enormous popularity with the appearance of several search engines,
such as Altavista, Lycos, Yahoo, Excite, Harvest, which help in �nding material
on the Web. These systems regularly scan the Web to produce indexes to be used
in answering queries from users. They provide a generalized service of indexing
digital collections accessible through the Internet. In essence, they index textual
documents, structured in HTML pages, and provide a search and retrieval service
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to the Web community at large, but do not provide any personalized support to
individual users. Indeed, they are targeted towards a general and generic user, and
therefore they are oriented to answering queries crudely rather than to learning the
long-term requirements idiosyncratic to a speci�c user and selecting and organizing
material for him/her accordingly. The technology of information gathering can be
applied to a huge number of on-line services, assisting for instance in the selection of
books or other archived documents from libraries, news items from press agencies,
television station and journals, or documents from administrative bodies. The niche
for personalized, prioritized information as an alternative to the uniform newspaper
or television broadcast media available today is likely to be the �rst application
domain in which personalized information gathering systems become widespread.

The EUROgatherer project aims at designing and implementing a system which

provides a personalized information gathering service and is based on software agent

technology. In particular, the goals of the project are:

1. to �lter and control the potentially unlimited ux of information from sources
to end-users;

2. making information available to people in the appropriate form, amount, and
level of detail at the right time;

3. to reduce the time spent by the users in knowing regarding: info availability
(what, when, where), info structure, info organization, info retrieval services,
info access languages and modalities.

The EUROgatherer system will be able to provide the following functionalities:

1. to acquire and retain an interest pro�le of the user and act upon one or more
goals based on that pro�le;

2. to act, autonomously, pursuing the goals posed by the user irrespective of
whether the user is connected to the system where the agent is based;

3. to access a variety of information sources;

4. to create meaningful abstractions of the retrieved documents and classify them
appropriately on the basis of their structure and content according to an
internal classi�cation scheme, based on user pro�les; and

5. to support a relevance feedback mechanism which permits the user to provide
the system with feedback on how relevant the retrieved documents are.

The system will collect documents in the following domains in parallel:

� monitoring of frequently changing information sources. The system will mon-
itor at regular intervals URLs that are updated in �xed (or random) intervals
for changes. If such changes do exist and are signi�cant then the user will be
noti�ed.

� continuous ow of information environment. The system will periodically
monitor URLs which generate a continuous ow of information. It will analyze
the retrieved documents and select only the proper ones.

� web documents. The system will not search the Web itself, but will utilize
existing indexing engines and perform a meta-search in order to discover doc-
uments that are, broadly, of interest to the user. Then, the system will further
analyze the retrieved documents in order to select those closer to the users
preferences.
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Figure 1: The EUROgatherer system architecture

� on-line Data discovery. The system will access on-line data bases in order to
discover data/documents that are of interest to the user.

From the architectural point of view, the project aims at developing an agent-
based multilayer system architecture. The system architecture is composed of three
layers: the User Interface Environment, the Information Filtering Environment and
the Information Discovery Environment (see Figure 1).

Two di�erent species of software agents will be developed: information �ltering

agents and information discovery agents. The information �ltering agents will be
responsible for the personalization of the system and for keeping track of (and
adapting to) the interests of the user. The information discovery agents will be
responsible for �nding, fetching, abstracting and classifying the actual information
that the user is interested in. They are utilizing existing Web search engines to �nd
documents (a type of meta-search).

The interactions between the user, the information �ltering agents and the in-
formation discovery agents are described in terms of a penalty/reward strategy,
according to whether the retrieved documents are relevant to the user's needs.

One important aspect of the system architecture is the separation of information
�ltering and information discovery environments. In the proposed system architec-
ture the personalization of the information, i.e., the information �ltering, should be
decentralized at the user level, while the information discovery should run on an
on-line server. This design choice has a number of advantages:

1. in a multiple user environment, each user will have his/her own set of �ltering
agents, but they will be able to share their discovery agents;

2. it provides the ability to support real o�-line operations; and

3. the introduction of several processing levels between the actual information
and the user achieves a greater exibility in utilizing other novel forms of
�ltering or other forms of discovery.
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Finally, the user interface environment will support the following functionalities:

1. the user pro�le acquisition by the system;

2. an interactive presentation of the documents retrieved by the system to the
user; and

3. the communication of user feedback to the system on how relevant the re-
trieved documents are.
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